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A1 Digital makes digitalisation usable. Experienced cloud, security and IoT experts turn demanding 
transformation projects into reality every day. Flexible solutions guarantee business success. The A1 Digital 
team stands for dedicated, personal consulting including practical implementation. As a result, A1 Digital 
customers are already among the world leaders in the digital space.  
 
Exoscale is A1 Digital's GDPR-compliant cloud platform for companies and organizations with data centers 
in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Bulgaria. Thanks to a simple and intuitive web administration interface 
and coupled with a no-surprise pricing plan, Exoscale makes complex infrastructure concepts easily 
palatable. Exoscale is fully self-service and lets customers get up and running in minutes. Security, 
scalability and simplicity form the basis of the Exoscale cloud platform and fully comply with EU data 
protection regulations. 

A1 Digital is primarily contributing its cloud solution Exoscale to the project. With Exoscale as the 
infrastructure basis for the deployments, EuProGigant has a GDPR compliant solution end to end. 
A1 Telekom Austria Group is a Day 1 member of Gaia-X and therefore involved in several projects and 
activities that help the communication and strategy within the project. A1 Digital is also contributing managed 
services and consulting for all infrastructure related topics. 

Strict data protection: In the course of the digital transformation, the importance of data for business success 
is growing exponentially. Strict data protection is key. European cloud solutions that are not subject to the US 
CLOUD Act (Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data) are therefore urgently needed. Thanks to stricter data 
protection regulations in the EU (GDPR), data centers of European cloud providers offer an important 
advantage over US operators.  
We expect with Gaia-X and projects like EuProGigant the awareness for the need of Cloud infrastructure 
located not only in European data centers but provided by European companies like Exoscale will increase 
for customers and countries alike. 
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